intense sources are not available so that we must work with sources internal to a reactor. This is uniquely convenient at ILL owing to source handling capability developed in the GAMS program. By this means we have the possibility not only to obtain intense activities at high energies but also to study certain important prompt y-transitions directly rather than accept increased errors arising from use of auxiliary transfer standards.
Procedures
Our goal is to obtain accurate (sub-ppm) values for y-ray wavelengths in terms of the visible reference described above. The needed ratio is rather 6 large ( % 10 ) and thus requires (in our opinion) at least one intermediate step. Characteristic X-ray lines lie in an appropriate region to serve this purpose and have been used as "stepping stones" in the past.
Continuation in this way seems undesireable owing to the large width For certain tecl~nical reasons, it is inconvenient to use the same crystal specimen for both comparison with the visible reference wavelength (by X-ray/optical interferometry) and for diffraction of y-rays. We therefore introduced an extra step in the chain from visible to y-rays. In this extra step, crystals with different morphologies but having at least one near degeneracy in interplanar spacing are compared with one another exploiting the near degeneracy to reduce sensitivity to the unfortunate features of X-ray line shapes noted above. One can (properly) think of this step as an "almost non-dispersive" transfer where the datum obtained is the difference in lattice parameters which, if small enough, does not degrade the process.
Overall then, our procedures involve the following steps :
1. Determination of a Si lattice spacing by optical and X-ray interferometry. Efforts to resolve the problem through sample interchange and re-examination of systematic problems are still underway. At NBS this has involved re-establishing the entire X-ray/optical interferometer experiment with numerous improvements including on-line monitoring of trajectory and diffraction phase-shift corrections. We anticipate improved precision and accuracy at the level of 0.1 pprn or less.
The lattice parameter-transfer measurement as practiced in the past used instrumentation not quite adequate to resolve a type of diffraction fine strucutre which attends high resolution, low dispersion comparators.
Also involved were a set of assumption about symmetry properties of actual samples and a "sibling" hypothesis. All of these are potentially troubling. We therefore have built a new comparator capable of resolving the diffraction fine-structure and exploiting it to gain higher precision (better than 0.01 ppm) in the comparison exercise. We propose to eliminate the sibling hypothesis by direct use of the measured crystal in comparison with part of the y-ray diffraction crystal itself. Overall this step seems capable of refinement until its contribution to an overall error budget is at or below 0.01 ppm.
The y-ray diffraction angle measurements seem most robust. We have, however, in the meanwhile built a new instrument and refined our procedure in many ways. The new instrument was first of all needed to use a fixed source as we must at ILL. Secondly, the instrument was made both more compact and versatile expecially getting a wider angular range and more rapid drives. Self calibration procedures have been made more efficient through the wider range and use of a compact autocollimator of novel design. Overall, our experience has been that self-calibration exercises indicate uncertainties near 0.03 ppm. With additional automation of procedure, this can readily be improved to near 0.01 ppm. As of this report the y-ray diffractometer has arrived safely at ILL and currently is being installed with operation anticipated during 1984.
An early aim in our program is to establish an improved value for the neutron's mass. This entails an accurate measurement of the 2.2 MeV y-transition corresponding to n + p + D. We propose to improve the y-energy presently best available from a Ge(Li) detector study with an uncertainty near3ppm(4)toappreciably better than 1 ppm. The mass value is then obtained by combining this result with that available from high resolution mass spectroscopy of the mass doublet splitting between H2 and D :
Y where E is understood to have been expressed on the nuclidic mass scale Y -1
by multiplying its wavelength representation, A , by NAh/c.In the case that the wavelength measurement is improved to better than 1 ppm, the mass doublet uncertainty will dominate but this can also be improved.
In a similar way, by extending both mass spectroscopy and wavelength determination to larger energy intervals, one has an opportunity,though a difficult exercise,to improve on present knowledge ofNAvc. There are SinceN v c is already known to better than 0.3 ppm indirectly, significant A improvement is a challenge to both spectroscopies. This challenge is not without interest since such a result would provide a robust, model-independent estimate of the fine-structure constant.
